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Introduction 

The 2018 Subiaco Primary School Annual Report articulates and 

demonstrates the dynamic nature of our school, our commitment to 

excellence and our relentless pursuit of achieving Our Best.  Our teachers 

are reflective and responsive to student needs, and there is quality 

commitment from our school community.   

 

Established in 1897, Subiaco Primary has been preparing our children for the 

future for the last 121 years.  We pride ourselves on our unique context, 

with 672 students, of which 239 students (36%) speak a language other than 

English, representing 51 different languages at our school.   

 

The Subiaco Primary School Business Plan communicates to staff, parents 

and the community our strategic direction and what we aim to achieve over 

a three year period.  The 2017 - 2019 Business Plan was developed with 

significant input from staff and School Board members.  As principal, I 

regularly report to the School Board on the school’s progress towards the 

implementation of strategies within the Business Plan, as well as on the 

achievement of milestones and targets.  The Subiaco Primary School 

Business Plan communicates to staff, parents and the community our 

strategic direction and what we aim to achieve over a three year period.  

 

Subiaco Primary has a clear vision and purpose, focused on excellence in 

teaching and learning.  Through our motto, ‘Our Best’, we aim to provide 

 

 

 

 

 

the best possible education for each student, ensuring they develop a broad 

range of skills to enable them to take responsibility for their own learning, 

and to adapt to a changing world. 

 

2018 Highlights 

Awards: 

Overall winner, City of Subiaco Banners in the Terrace competition.  Three 

of the four winning banners were from Subiaco Primary. 

Winning Gold Division Champion – Interschool Swimming Carnival. 

Placed first globally in the Education Perfect Science Championships (out of 

286 schools). 

Shaun Tan Art Awards Middle Primary category highly commended and 

third place and second place in the Upper Primary category. 

 

WA Primary Principal of the Year Finalist:  Carolyn Press was announced as 

one of four finalists in the WA Primary Principal of the Year category.  This 

was a great honour and recognition of her outstanding leadership qualities 

and the work she continues to do at our school.  

 

Nyungar Know How Incursion: Starting with Welcome To Country and the 

Smoking Ceremony the Year 1-6 students participated in a number of 

activities over 3 days including learning about Nyungar Storytelling, Bush 

Tucker, Medicine, Boomerang Throwing, Rock Art, Building a Mia Mia and 

Spear Throwing. 
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Science Expo: In Term 3 all Year 1-6 students attended four rich and 

relevant science based learning experiences facilitated by parents, 

universities or corporations. The sessions covered a range of topics including 

Aeronautics, Tsunamis, Taste, Digestion, Endangered Species, Brains, Soils, 

and Earth and Space Science.  In sessions by the Water Authority, students 

taste tested water samples and used microscopes to compare Water Wise, 

UWA demonstrated Fire Hands, Elephant Toothpaste and Electromagnetic 

Fields, ECU ran a robotics session and the Gas Man worked with liquid nitrogen. 

 

Science Lab: The cottage opposite the library was transformed into a purpose-

built science lab. Significant renovations took place on the interior, new 

purpose built furniture was supplied, and $25,000 was made available for 

science equipment. 

 

Scooter Racks and Bike Compound: The student bike compound was relocated 

to a more easy, accessible and secure location. The scooter and bike racks were 

upgraded and modified to allow easier parking by the students. 

 

Undercover Area: The undercover area court was resurfaced, painted, and new 

durable line markings replaced the existing court, hopscotch and four square 

grids markings. 

 

Pool Upgrade: The pool enclosure received an upgrade with a new pavilion, 

lighting, sound system and  lockable gates and the back fencing was replaced to 

secure the chemical shed. 

 

Whole School Events:  Whole school celebrations included Harmony Day, Walk 

to School Day & Healthy Breakfast, Chapathon, Year 6 Cake Stall, ANZAC Biscuit 

Sales, Book Week Celebration Fancy Dress Parade, Annual Book Fair, Apple 

Slinky Days, Icy Pole Thursday, Year 6 Fun Day, Year 4-7 EduDance Party, PP-

Year 3 Dance Concert, Winter Appeal and PJ Dress Up Day, Movie Night, School 

Emoji Disco, ANZAC Commemorative Service, Clean Up Australia Day and 

National Recycling Week Book Swap. 

 

Harmony Day: Year 1-6 students took part in a Cultural Infusion Incursion.  

Students rotated through four experiences including Indigenous Infusion, an 

introduction to Noongar culture through storytelling and dance, urban street 

dance and high energy dance moves of Hip Hop, Middle Eastern Belly Dancing, 

and the Rhythm of Africa through drumming. In the afternoon the classes were 

entertained with Chinese dance. 

 

Buddy Bench Lunchtime Activities:  The SJG created a rotating lunchtime roster 

and undertook to supervise a variety of activities for younger students. The 

students were invited to participate in organised activities on and around the 

stage area and the oval. Organised activities include Year 1-3 cricket skills, girls 

footy, ball games, giant chess, board games and story time.   

 

Year 1 LP1 Nature Play Area, Hamersley Road:  A new Nature Playground was 

built during the school holidays behind the LP1 classroom bordering on Rankin 

Gardens. The new play area was accessed by the Year 1 and 2 students during 

recess and lunchtime throughout the year.  

 

Social Justice Group:  SJG participation was made available to the Years 5 and 6 

classes, and the Year 4 students joined the group in Term 4.  The group met 

regularly on Tuesday lunchtime and continued to support a variety of groups 

including our sister school in Cambodia, through frozen fruit sales and the 5c 

collection jars.  The group ran a very successful Winter Appeal and Free Dress PJ 

Day to support homeless people in Perth and continued their funding for 

Legacy with the money raised from ANZAC biscuits. This year the Year 5 and 6 

members were given the opportunity to visit and engage in lunchtime 

intergenerational activities with the residents at Hamersley Aged Care Home on 

Rokeby Road. 
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Cool Fuel Workshops:  The Healthy Hub parent group presented a series of 

Cool Fuel Workshops for the Year 4 to 6 students to encourage them to ‘Pick 6’ 

healthy food snacks. 

 

Fruit ‘n’ Veg Month:  Throughout September the Healthy Hub provided 

opportunities for the students to bring a cup at recess to be filled with either 

fruit smoothies, vegetable soups or vegetable dips. 

 

Science Open Night:  The focus of the Term 3, Week 5 Open Night was Science 

and Technology. The students showcased their learning in these areas and 

engaged in a variety of hands on activities.  The evening culminated with a 

whole school musical event which included the school choir performance and 

community singing. 

 

Parent Teacher Meetings:  Early school closure for the purposes of in-depth 

and informative, individual parent teacher meetings took place in the last week 

of Term 1. 

 

In Real Life: The Year 6 girls were given the opportunity to participate in a new 

program called In Real Life. The 7 week program covered a variety of topics 

including conflict resolution, using social media, dealing with gossip and 

managing emotions. 

 

In Real Life-Equip: The Years 5 & 6 boys were involved in eight interactive and 

fun sessions designed to build their teamwork, assertive communication and 

emotional regulation. 

 

Science in Residence – Science Bites:  In Semester 1, all students took part in 

four ScienceBites lessons in either Chemical or Physical Science.  This gave 

students the opportunity to experience exciting hands-on science with a real 

 

scientist leading them through the investigation while using their own 

laboratory equipment. 

 

PEAC:  Seventeen students from Years 5 to 6 participated in the Primary 

Extension and Challenge (PEAC) program.  Ten Year 4 students were identified 

in the 2018 testing, and these students were offered places in the 2019 

program. 

 

Kiwanis Awards:  Throughout the course of the year, five Year 4 and 5 students 

were acknowledged and received awards for Bringing Up Their Grades (BUGS 

Award) and two Year 6 students received Terrific Kid Awards from the 

Karrinyup Kiwanis Club. 

 

Speak Up Awards:  Ten Year 5 and 6 finalists presented award winning 

speeches to a large parent, staff and student audience in the school’s annual 

Speak Up Awards. 

 

SchoolTV:  Thanks to a P&C initiative, SchoolTV is now available to our parents 

on the website.  The resource covers relevant issues on topics including physical 

activity, exercise, diet and nutrition, anxiety and social media. 

 

Scholarships for 2019:  Two Year 6 students were awarded places in the 

Shenton College High Performance Learning Program and one in the Shenton 

College GATE Program.  Two students were offered a place in the John Curtin 

Visual Art Program and students from our school were offered a place in the 

Drama (1), Dance (1) and Music (1) Programs at John Curtin.  Six students 

gained a place in the Perth Modern Gifted and Talented Program and a student 

was also awarded a placement in the Applecross SHS Visual Art ATP. 
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Acknowledgement of staff and community 

expertise 

The following staff were selected for their expertise, to lead and provide advice 

and support on the following initiatives: 

• Leith Elliott, Art Specialist, was awarded the Professional Teaching Council 

of WA Outstanding Professional Service Award for ArtEdWA – Art Education 

Association of WA, presented by Hon. Ms Sue Ellery, Minister of Education 

and Mr Colin Pettit, Commissioner for Children and Young People. 

• Leith Elliott, Art Specialist, was re-appointed as President of the Art 

Education Association of Western Australia.  Leith organised and ran the Art 

Education Associations Bi-annual 3 day Art Conference and presented two 

workshops on printmaking. 

• Andrew Angel was the official piano accompanist for the senior choirs at 

the Australian Girls Choir (2017-2018) and performed with them at 

numerous concerts held at local private schools, the Perth Concert Hall and 

workshops/performances in Sydney.  Andrew also accompanied the Perth 

Male Voice Choir.  He toured the UK (September/October 2018) performing 

with them in England and Wales prior to a culmination concert of massed 

choirs held at the Royal Albert Hall, London. 

• Bronwyn Mace is a Lead Teacher, as part of the Education Department 

Teachers Can Code program. 

• Rita Burgess, was a presenter at North Metropolitan Primary School 

Psychologists' Network Conference. 

• Robin Pennington created a Year 4 French Language Resource Package for 

the School Curriculum and Standards Authority. 

• Rina Foti, had her picture book ‘Cat Spies Mouse’ published and released in 

2018. The book was represented at the "FrankFurt Book Fair" and signed as 

part of a 17-book international rights deal for Northern American and US 

territories with Rosen Publishing House to serve the literacy, social and 

emotional needs of students in grades Pre-K to Year 12. 

• Rina Foti was selected to present the 'Young Writers Award 2019 - Short 

Story Category'.  A national award by Red Gum Book Club NSW, that 

recognises and encourages the writing talents of Australian children aged 9-

13 years, by providing them with the opportunity of publication. 

Dr Melinda Harris, Assistant Principal, was involved a number of state initiatives 

during 2018, specifically: 

• Mentored a number of South Metro Schools in Data Informed Planning. 

• Reporting and Assessment Policy Group - Statewide Services. 

• Curtin University, Associate Researcher- How Digital Media Impacts the 

Developing Brain. 

Carolyn Press, Principal, was involved a number of state and national initiatives 

including: 

• Finalist WA Primary Principal of the Year. 

• Selection panel for schools applying for Independent Public School (IPS) 

Status and mentored a school to achieve IPS status. 

• Addressing Principals and Board Chairs on the topic of Ethical Leadership as 

part of IPS Transition program. 

• Addressing Principals on Business Plan development, as part of Leading 

School Improvement Professional Learning. 

• Mentoring several country and aspirant Principals. 

• Network Principal for 14 schools in the Shenton Learning Network. 

On behalf of Subiaco Primary School and the School Board, I present the 2018 

Annual Report to you.  The report contains Subiaco Primary School’s self-

assessment of the achievement and progress towards the targets and 

milestones outlined in the 2017-2019 Business Plan. 
 

I would like to thank our staff and entire school community for their dedication, 

passion and commitment in continuing to make a difference for our children. 

Carolyn Press 

Principal April 2019 
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Self-assessment of the progress towards targets and milestones 

featured in the Business Plan of 2017 - 2019 
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        Work Hard Dream Big 

High performance in Literacy and Numeracy 
 

 

Comparative Performance Summary 

 
 Above Expected more than one standard deviation above the predicted school mean 

 Expected within one standard deviation of the predicted school mean 

 Below Expected more than one standard deviation below the predicted school mean 

 

The 2018 Comparative Performance against Like Schools shows Year 3 results 

were in the Expected Mean for Reading, Numeracy, Spelling and Grammar & 

Punctuation and Below Expected Mean in Writing.  The Year 5 results were in 

Expected Mean in all areas.  In 2018, Literacy support programs, teacher 

capacity building and professional learning in Writing will be employed to 

address the Writing results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall whole school priorities for 2018 

• English with a specific focus on Interpreting, Analysing and Evaluating in 

Reading and Ideas, Vocabulary and Cohesion in Writing. 

• Numeracy with a focus on Proficiencies: Fluency, Understanding, Problem 

Solving, Reasoning. 

• Effectively analysing data and planning for student improvement. 

• Technologies – Design (Semester 1) and Digital (Semester 2). 

 

Achievement Target - Set an upward trend in the percentage of students 

with moderate, high and very high progress in NAPLAN Reading and 

Numeracy. 

 

READING 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Year 3 

 

Year 5 

 

2016 2017 2018 2016 2017 2018 

 
 
 

 

Numeracy 0.8 1.1 -0.0 -0.3 0.1 -1.0 

 

Reading 1.1 0.9 -0.2 -0.5 -1.1 -1.0 

 

Writing 0.1 -0.4 -1.0 -0.9 -0.4 0.0 

 

Spelling -0.1 0.3 -0.8 -2.5 0.1 -0.7 

 

Grammar & 
Punctuation 

-0.2 0.3 -0.1 -0.9 -0.0 -0.4 
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Reading 2018 Results & Analysis 

While achievement is pleasing, Subiaco has lower progress from Year 3-5 when 

compared with Like Schools.  Pink (moderate assumed) where students were 

Excellent in Year 3 and again Excellent in Year 5 is positive against Like Schools. 

 

Due to the lower percentage of students with high and very high progress when 

compared with Like Schools, it is imperative that a targeted approach to 

meeting the needs of top end and middle group achievers be implemented.  In 

response to this need in Term 4 2018: 

• Nine staff visited two high performing schools to find out what strategies 

they put in place to ensure achievement and progress were strong. 

• In Term 4, a Targeted Teaching Reading Support program in Year 2, 3 & 4 

for a selected group of middle achieving students is being trialled.  There 

will be pre and post data to determine growth. 

• The 3 lead support teachers will debrief with admin with recommendations 

for 2019. 

 

The 2019 recommendations include: 

• A comprehensive ‘Data hub’ with a range of data over time will be collated 

and presented to staff for the start of the 2019 school year. 

• Eileen Burns, Literacy Support Co-ordinator will lead the Targeted Teaching 

Case Management program.  Her role will involve working with teachers to 

upskill them in data analysis to inform planning, the implementation of 

whole school strategies to address differentiation and reflection on the 

impact of teaching. 

• Financial support of Targeted Teaching in professional learning and 

additional support time. 

• Strategies to ensure a high level of accountability. 

 

 

Achievement Target - Increase the percentage of students with good and 

excellent achievement in NAPLAN Numeracy and Writing from Year 3 to 

Year 5 stable cohort. 

 

NUMERACY 

 
 

Numeracy 2018 Results & Analysis 

• In Year 3, the results align with Like Schools but lower than the previous 

upward trend. 

• In Year 5, we have arrested the decline and align with Like Schools. 

There are no specific Progress & Achievement results available for Year 5 

Numeracy as our students sat both the paper and online tests and the data the 

Department of Education received has not been able to be converted. 

 

The 2019 recommendations include: 

• Emphasis on Problem Solving and Reasoning proficiencies. 

• Use of data for differentiated planning and assessment. 
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WRITING 

 

 
 

 

Writing 2018 Results & Analysis 

The above graph compares the achievement of students at Subiaco Primary 

with Like Schools in Writing. 

• In Year 3, the percentage of students achieving Excellent in Writing is less 

than that of our Like Schools. 

• In Year 5, the percentage of students achieving Excellent in Writing is 

comparable to Like Schools.  In 2018, our Year 5 students completed 

Writing online. 

The 2019 recommendations include: 

• Focus on Cohesion and Vocabulary in 2019. 

 

Achievement Target - Positive trends in Year 5 Writing and Spelling by 

2019. 

 

WRITING 
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Writing 2018 results & analysis 

The above graph compares the achievement of students at Subiaco Primary 

with Like Schools in Year 5 Writing. 

• The percentage of students achieving Excellent in Writing is comparable to 

Like Schools. 

• Very High and High progress is comparable to Like Schools. 

 

SPELLING 

 
 

Spelling 2018 Results & Analysis 

• Year 3 data is relatively stable, with a slight dip in 2018. 

• For Year 5, the data over time has mostly aligned with Like Schools. 

 

The 2019 recommendations include: 

• In 2018 there will be a continued whole school approach to Writing and 

Spelling, and a review of Letters and Sounds (K-2) and the success of the 

implementation of Sound Waves in Years 3 to 6. 

 

Achievement Target - The Cumulative Frequency score of Subiaco 

Primary students Pre-Primary On-entry Assessment to be equal to or 

above the state average. 

 

ON-ENTRY ASSESSMENT 

Cumulative Frequency CF State School 

Speaking and Listening at/below 0.5 60% 66% 

Reading at/below 0.5 62% 49% 

Writing at/below 0.4 Writing results not available in 2018 

Numeracy at/below 1.0 59% 51% 
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On-Entry 2018 Results & Analysis 

• Subiaco Primary School students performed 8% better in Numeracy, 13% 

better in Reading and 6% less in Speaking and Listening. 

 

The 2019 recommendations include: 

• Speaking and Listening will be a focus for the Pre-Primary students. 

• Writing is a whole school focus with teachers attending to this through 

explicit teaching, a synthetic phonics program, sight words, handwriting 

lessons, Talk for Writing strategies, modelled and guided writing. 

 

ON-ENTRY TO YEAR 3 NUMERACY 

 

 
 

 Subiaco Like Schools 

Very high 38.9 34.2 

High 23.6 30.4 

Moderate 26.4 24.4 

Low 6.9 7.0 

Very low 4.2 4.1 

 

On-Entry to Year 3 Numeracy 2018 Results & Analysis 

• In comparison to our Like Schools in Numeracy, On-Entry to Year 3, the 

percentage of students making Very High progress is greater than that of 

our Like Schools (38.9% Subiaco, 34.2% Like Schools). 

• Pleasing value adding aligning or slightly better than Like Schools. 

 

ON-ENTRY TO YEAR 3 READING 

 

 
 

 Subiaco Like Schools 

Very high 34.7 32.6 

High 20.8 24.9 

Moderate 27.8 27.3 

Low 8.3 10.2 

Very low 8.3 5.0 
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On-Entry to Year 3 Reading 2018 Results & Analysis 

• In comparison to our Like Schools, the percentage of students with Very 

High progress from On-Entry to Year 3 is slightly higher than that of our Like 

Schools in Reading. 

• The On-Entry to Year 3 NAPLAN results demonstrate good progress and 

valuing adding. 

 

Achievement Target - Pre-Primary students to maintain an average 

cohort score of 0.4 Progression Points or above in Literacy and 1.0 

Progression Points in Numeracy On Entry Assessment. 

 

In the On-Entry assessment, 65% of Pre-Primary students attained above 0.4 

progression points in Literacy and 49% above 1.0 in Numeracy.  All students 

below 0.2 in Literacy and 0.5 in Numeracy have differentiated programs. 

 

Achievement Target - Maintain and improve the performance of 

students in each year level on ACER PAT Reading Comprehension, eWrite, 

Numeracy and Science tests throughout 2017-2019. 

 

Subiaco Primary School has completed Progressive Achievement Testing (PATS) 

for the past 6 years in the areas of Reading Comprehension, Maths, and 

Writing. In 2018, the students from Years 2 to 6 completed PATS testing in 

Reading, Maths and Science in February.  The students were retested in 

Reading and Maths in November.  E Write was completed once during the year 

by the students. 

 

PATS Testing for Year 1 students was unsuitable to the developmental age of 

the students.  ACER is in the process of refining an online testing suite suitable 

to the skills of Year 1 students. 

 

 

The testing regime is detailed in the table below: 

 

 Science Reading Maths 

Year 2   Feb Nov Feb Nov 

Year 3 Feb Nov Feb Nov Feb Nov 

Year 4 Feb Nov Feb Nov Feb Nov 

Year 5 Feb Nov Feb Nov Feb Nov 

Year 6 Feb Nov Feb Nov Feb Nov 

 

Stanines have been used to look at student achievement in February compared 

to November testing.  The majority of students (approx. 97%) complete a 

different test in February/November.  The table below shows the relationship 

between stanines and percentile ranks. 

 

Maths PATS Analysis 

The responses for each question are analysed in terms of question difficulty and 

question strand.  The PAT scale score was utilised to identify the lowest 

performing test items and the highest performing test items.  Each of these 

items and the concepts involved are detailed for each year level.  The strengths 

and weaknesses for each year level are identified and detailed for further 

insight and teacher/year level and whole school planning. 
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Maths year level student performance comparison - Feb to Nov 2018 

 Low 

Stanine 1-3 

Average 

Stanine 4-6 

Above Average 

Stanine 7-9 

Year 2 

Feb  Test 1 7 56 14 

Year 3 

Feb  Test 2 8 62 13 

Nov  Test 3 0 � Positive 21 � Positive 55 � Positive 

Year 4 

Feb  Test 5 49 16 

Year 5 

Feb  Test 4 2 53 21 

Nov  Test 5 0 � Positive 35 � Positive 32 � Positive 

Year 6 

Feb  Test 5 2 33 22 

Nov  Test 6 1 � Positive 33 25 � Positive 

 

Maths – Year Level Trends and 2019 Focus 

Year 2 

This is the first time Year 2 students have engaged in an online test 

environment.  This needs to be considered when interpreting the Year 2 results: 

• There were 14 (18%) of the Year 2 students who achieved Stanine 7 or 

above in the Maths test. 

• There were 56 students (72%) achieving in Stanines 4- 6. 

• A Case Management approach targeting students in the lower stanines was 

implemented in Term 2. 

• Numeracy improvement strategies was a focus for identified students. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• In 2019, a continued Case Management approach to identify and monitor 

students not making appropriate progress. 

• PATS online testing provides a supportive online testing platform to allow 

students to engage with online platforms in readiness for NAPLAN testing in 

Year 3. 
 

Year 3 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• Positive movement of students from lower stanines to higher stanines. 

• No student scored in the lower stanines in November. 

• Significant improvement of Year 3 students with 42 (54%) students moving 

into the upper Stanines 7-9 in November. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Problem solving 

• Number 

• Money 

 

Year 4 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• A reduction in the number of students in the very low stanines (considered 

at risk) from 5 students in February to 0 students in November 2018. 
 

Year 5 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• A reduction in the number of students in the very low stanines (considered 

at risk) from 2 students in February to 0 students in November 2018. 

• An improvement of students moving into Stanines 7, 8 and 9 with an 

increase of 11 students achieving in these stanines. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Number 

• Geometry 
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Year 6 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• Student achievement remained consistent in the stanines – there was little 

movement into higher or lower stanines between the Feb – Nov testing 

period. 

• An upward trend of students in Stanines 7, 8 and 9 with an increase of 3 

students (5%) moving into these upper stanines. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Geometry 

• Number 

 

Reading year level student performance comparison - Feb to Nov 2018 

 Low 

Stanine 1-3 

Average 

Stanine 4-6 

Above Average 

Stanine 7-9 

Year 2 

Feb  Test 11 36 23 

Year 3 

Feb  Test 3 14 50 19 

Nov  Test 3 2 � Positive 33 9 

Nov  Test 5 1 29 � Positive 16 � Positive 

Year 4 

Feb  Test 3 4 37 26 

Year 5 

Feb  Test 5 12 42 22 

Nov  Test 6 2 � Positive 33 33 � Positive 

Year 6 

Feb  Test 6 2 31 24 

Nov  Test 7  28 30 � Positive 

Reading Comprehension– Year Level Trends and 2019 Focus 

Year 2 

This was one of the first online test environment for Year 2 students so only 

one Reading Comprehension test was completed during the course of the year. 

Students at Educational Risk (SAER) are not represented in this data set. 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• There were 59 students who achieved in Stanines 4- 9. 

• There were 11 (15%) students completing Test 2 achieving Stanine 1 -3 – 

these students will be investigated for a Case Management approach in T2. 

• There were 23 students (32%) of the Year 2 students who achieved in the 

upper Stanines 7-9. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Case Management approach for suitable students. 

• Positive movement of students from lower stanines to higher stanines. 

• Retrieving directly stated information. 

• Interpreting explicit information. 

 

Year 3 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• There were 14 students in the lower stanines (14). In subsequent tests 

through the year a great improvement was seen with over 12 students 

moving into higher stanines. 

• There was a significant improvement of the students moving into the 

highest stanines during the year.  19 students in Feb though to 25 students 

in November. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Provision of further opportunities to engage with online test platforms and 

MacBook Airs. 

• Retrieving directly stated information. 

• Interpreting explicit information. 
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Year 4 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• A low number of students in the very low stanines - 4 students (23%). 

• These students will be investigated for a Case Management approach in T2. 

• There were 26 students (38%) of the Year 4 students who achieved Stanine 

7 or above in the Reading Comprehension test. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Students involved in Case Management will be tracked to monitor their 

progress. 

• Eileen Burns will support these students and teachers in their Literacy 

blocks. 

• Interpreting by making inferences. 

• Interpreting explicit information. 

 

Year 5 

The following trends can be drawn for the students’ results: 

• There were 11 students moving from the middle stanines to the high 

stanines throughout the year. 

• Students achieving in the lower stanines will be identified using NAPLAN 

data to support targeted teaching. 

• Over 48% student achieved Stanine 7, 8 or 9 in the November Reading 

Comprehension test. 

Recommendations for 2019: 

• Analysing each student’s data and targeting areas of need. 

• Interpreting by making inferences. 

• Interpreting explicit information. 

• Interpreting by making inferences. 

 

 

 

 

2018 Explanation of Targeted Literacy and Numeracy Whole School 

Approaches 

 

Literacy 

A major focus in 2018 was achieving a consistent and coherent approach across 

learning teams from PP to Year 6 in reading comprehension, explicit guided 

reading instruction and vocabulary development in reading, plus the explicit 

teaching of grammar. Professional learning gave teachers insight into the wide 

range of practical strategies for the teaching the skills of interpreting, analyzing 

and evaluating across a variety of text types with their students. These skills 

directly underpin the ability to successful read texts at both a literal and 

inferential level. 

 

In 2019, the aim will be to deepen and consolidate comprehension skills 

through the implementation of the resource pack: Strategies for 

Comprehension: incorporating an explicit, structured and versatile approach to 

comprehension instruction. 

 

The Sound Waves Program proved to be a very practical and useful resource 

with teachers successfully implementing the program in 2018. In 2019 however, 

the focus will be directed to researching additional strategies to supplement 

the program and target strategically the needs of the Subiaco context. 

 

Eileen Burns, as Literacy Support teacher, modeled particular lessons for staff 

and also worked shoulder to shoulder with staff to build capacity through the 

gradual release of responsibility. Teaching and learning was directed at 

implementing a guided reading block across all year level blocks, using a range 

of informative, imaginative and informative texts in both reading and writing 

instruction, integrating ‘reading like a reader’ and ‘read like a writer’ skills and 

using a writer’s workshop for the explicit teaching of writing skills. 2019 will see 

a focus directed at the collection of formative assessment at a classroom level 
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to provide deep intent for classroom instruction and encourage rapid 

improvement in students skill set. 

 

Maths 

During 2018, teachers continued to implement and consolidate a whole school 

approach to Maths.  This included emphasis on language of Maths and mental 

skills, including Maths Smash; and a three part lesson structure consisting of: 

oral and mental starters (whole-class interactive teaching); a main activity 

(often with differentiated group work); and a plenary session (lesson closure).  

Problem Solving and Reasoning proficiencies, data informed planning and Case 

Management approach will feature more strongly in 2019. 

 

Milestone - All students including identified English as a Second 

Language/Dialect, Students at Educational Risk and extension students 

make measurable progress within 12 months determined by collection 

and analysis of ongoing individual assessments. 

 

Students who experience difficulties with their learning are provided with 

teaching and learning adjustments, as well as additional support through the 

development of documented plans such as Individual Education Plans (IEPs), 

Group Education Plans (GEPs) and Behaviour Modification Plans (BMPs).  All 

teachers write these plans using the SEN (Special Education Needs) online 

system that ensures a consistent approach K-6.  Leanne Rogerson, as Learning 

Support Co-ordinator, supports staff with writing and implementing 

documented plans.  We have four students who receive Disability Resourcing 

funding. 

 

Our whole school assessment schedule, year level assessments and moderation 

time allows year level colleagues to discuss data analysis and plan for 

improvement.  Recommendations for 2018 include continued targeted 

professional learning for staff on data informed planning, continuing to monitor 

students on documented plans via SAER tracking profile each semester and 

allocating time in Semester 1 and 2 for the Learning Support Teacher to work 

with staff on planning for SAER students. 

 

Milestone - Evidence of a scheduled timeline and support for the 

transition to NAPLAN online. 

 

Teachers were supported through professional learning and in class support to 

teach the NAPLAN online skills and parents were informed of the transition 

through parent meetings and information sent home. This resulted in Year 3 

and 5 students successfully sitting NAPLAN Online in 2018. 

 

Milestone - Staff annual reflection on: Differentiated Teaching and 

Learning, Targeted Use of School Resource, National School Improvement 

Tool (NSIT), ACER.  Data analysed and action plans developed and 

implemented as needed. 

 

The staff survey in 2017 indicated 100% of staff rated the school as High in their 

reflection (rating scale; low medium, high, outstanding).  To read the NSIT Tool 

click here https://www.acer.org/files/NSIT.pdf .  A committee considered the 

term activities and events and rated their impact on the teaching and learning 

program.  The results remained consistent in 2018. 
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        Work Hard Dream Big 

Integrated 21
st

 Century teaching and learning practices 
 

 

Milestone - Annual staff reflection on: Expert Teaching Team, Systematic 

Curriculum Delivery, Effective Pedagogical Practices, National School 

Improvement Tool, ACER. Data analysed and action plans developed and 

implemented as needed. 

 

The 2017 staff survey indicated 100% of staff rated the school as High (rating 

scale; low medium, high, outstanding).  In 2018, opportunities for collaboration 

via School Development Days, DOTT times and staff meetings ensured whole 

school processes and focus areas were embedded across the school.  In 2019, 

the focus is to further align whole school priorities with regular staff meetings, 

classroom visits and the Performance and Development process. 

 

Milestone - Annual Kindy to Year 2 self-reflection on National Quality 

Standards (NQS) and action plans implemented. 

 

There are seven Quality Areas within NQS.  The school met six out of the seven 

criteria areas.  We are currently working towards staffing arrangements as one 

EA currently is yet to complete Certificate 4.  Focus in 2019 is to continue to 

support ongoing EA training and professional learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Milestone - All staff implement digital technologies as per the 

operational plan.  Annual review to inform future directions. 

 

Technologies Curriculum: Digital 

Technologies subject 
Never Occ Often 

Very 

Often 

A/Alw

ays 

Planning:  Extent to which you plan 

and teach lessons using the 

Knowledge and Understanding 

content from the Western 

Australian Curriculum Outline 

0% 38% 25% 31% 6% 

Planning:  Extent to which you plan 

and teach lessons using the 

Knowledge Processes and 

Production Skills from the Western 

Australian Curriculum Outline 

0% 40% 33% 27% 0% 

Assessment:  Extent to which you 

assess Digital Technologies using 

the Achievement Standards 

0% 36% 43% 21% 0% 

Moderation: Extent to which you 

moderate and allocate grades 

using the Achievement Standard, 

work samples and SCASA pointers 

79% 0% 16% 5% 0% 

 

In 2017 Subiaco Primary started its journey with the Technologies Curriculum.  

In 2018, staff planned, taught, assessed and moderated in Technologies.  In 

Semester 1 the focus was on Design and Technologies and Digital Technologies 

in second semester.  All teachers embraced the Technologies area and there  
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was considerable growth in all areas of planning, assessment and moderation in 

Design and Digital Technologies. Professional learning and in class support 

where required, will continue in 2019. 

 

Milestone - Full implementation of the Western Australian Curriculum 

Phase 3 in teaching, assessment and reporting.  Evidenced through 

planning, work samples, moderation and semester reporting. 

 

Specialist 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I am familiar with and 

have implemented the 

Health & Physical 

Education, Languages 

and Arts Australian 

Curriculum 

0% 25% 0% 50% 25% 

 

All specialist teachers are proficient in teaching, assessing and reporting.  The 

focus in 2018 & 2019 is for specialist teachers to work with colleagues in other 

schools and networks to strengthen their capacity. 

 

Specialist Area Highlights 

 

Music 

In Music classes, students respond to a variety of activities including 

creating/composing, performing and listening/responding.  Appropriate 

technologies are used to enhance their learning.  The school Choral Program 

contributed to several school and community events held throughout the year 

with the highlight being the Massed Choir Festival held at the Perth Concert 

Hall.  In addition, the choir performed at the International Women’s Day 

Awards ceremony held at Government House and performed at the opening of 

the Positive School Conference held at the Rydges Hotel in Fremantle.  An 

instrumental program is provided through the Instrumental Music School 

Services (IMSS) with several performance opportunities throughout the year. 

 

Languages 

During 2018 students experienced various activities based on the Kids United 

song ‘On Ecrit Sur les Murs’ for Harmony Day.  They studied Superheros in 

French literature, describing self and family, and created presentations about 

World Cup Soccer players.  Cross-curricular projects included researching a 

French scientist and planning a holiday including a place of scientific interest.  

They participated with much success in Education Perfect World and WA 

Championships.  Two of our students performed in videos created for a Year 4 

French resource package to be used state-wide as part of the new Languages 

curriculum. 

 

Physical Education 

Highlights for 2018 included participation in specialised sporting clinics, Years 5 

and 6 Winter Carnival, before school swimming and athletics training, winning 

the Gold Division at the SSWA Interschool Swimming Carnival. 

 

Visual Arts 

At Subiaco Primary School, Visual Art is about building resilience, 

communication skills, planning skills, ideas generation, collaboration, 

teamwork, problem solving and goal setting. The aim of our Art program is to 

encourage children to be brave enough to create original artwork, resilient 

enough to accept when there are challenges and to think creatively and 

critically to find solutions.  In 2018 children created a wide variety of art using 

various forms of drawing, painting, printmaking, ceramics, sculpture, textile 

weaving, collage and sewing. Highlights for year included: Years 1-6 student 

participation in a global trading card project and the Coles ‘Design a Shopping 

Bag’ competition, the creation and installation of a flower garden made from 

recycled bottles, artwork was showcased in the City of Subiaco Shaun Tan Art 
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Awards, Year 2s learnt screen printing from an artist through Curtin University’s 

Artist In Residence Program, the Year 2 and 4 cohorts participated in Art 

incursions with practicing artists and our school also won the City of Subiaco 

student Banners in the Terrace competition.  The banner will be displayed. 

 

Milestone - Problem Solving and Reasoning proficiency strands 

embedded in teaching, and evident in student learning via planning, 

assessment and reporting. 

 

In the 2018 review survey, teachers indicated the extent to which they teach 

the Problem Solving Strand.  Teachers indicated 47% Very Often and 12% 

Always.  In 2019, focus will be on students interpreting and investigating 

problems and communicating solutions effectively. 

 

Teachers indicated 41% Very Often and 12% Always for the extent to which 

they teach the Reasoning Strand where students analyse, evaluate, explain 

their thinking, infer and justify their reasoning.  In 2019, collaboration and 

sharing in implementation of Problem Solving and Reasoning will be continued. 

 

Milestone - Habits of Mind and Higher Order Thinking skills embedded in 

teaching and evident in student learning.  Reviewed annually to inform 

future directions. 

 

The focus is to continue to integrate high order thinking skills of analysing, 

synthesising and evaluating.  In 2018, 24% of staff indicated they occasionally 

integrate Habits of the Mind into everyday teaching, 48% said they do it Very 

Often/Always.  In 2019 focus is to revise with staff the use of Habits of the Mind 

in explicit and informal ways as well as incidental teaching at point of need. 

 

 

 

Milestone - Years 3 to 6 students demonstrate progress in pre and post 

PAT Science tests 2017-2019.  Data is established and progress tracked 

throughout 2017-2019.  Positive longitudinal trends established. 

 

Milestone - Scheduled review of PAT Science data to identify focus areas 

for teaching and learning. 

 

Science Never Occ Often V.Often 
A/Alwa

ys 

Extent to which you have used 

PATS Science data to inform 

planning 

50% 0% 10% 20% 20% 

 

The focus in 2019 is to investigate how effective PATS Science data is in 

providing evidence for teachers, and continuing to align Science assessment 

with achievement standards.  Effectively moderating in Science will also be a 

focus in 2019. 

 

All Year 1-6 students participated in a Science in Residence program consisting 

of four lessons in either Chemical or Physical Science. A Science lab was opened 

mid-year with $25,000 of science equipment allowing a sharpened focus on 

practical investigations. 

 

Placed first globally in the Education Perfect Science Championships. 
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Milestone - Integration of STEM evident in teaching and learning. 

 

Technologies Curriculum: 

Design and Technologies 
Never Occ Often V.Often 

A/Alwa

ys 

Planning: Extent to which you 

plan and teach lessons using 

the Knowledge and 

Understanding content in 

Design and Technologies from 

the Western Australian 

Curriculum Outline 

0% 38% 19% 31% 13% 

Planning: Extent to which you 

plan and teach lessons using 

the Knowledge Processes and 

Production Skills in Design and 

Technologies from the 

Western Australian Curriculum 

Outline 

0% 38% 25% 25% 13% 

Assessment: Extent to which 

you assess Design and 

Technologies using the 

Achievement Standards 

0% 38% 25% 19% 19% 

Moderation: Extent to which 

you moderate and allocate 

grades using the Achievement 

Standard, work samples and 

SCASA pointers 

0% 36% 43% 14% 7% 

 

Our teachers are much more confident in using the WA Curriculum to plan in 

Technologies.  With continued collaboration, discussion and professional 

learning in 2019, teachers will become more confident in assessing and 

moderating. 
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        Work Hard Dream Big 
Strong staff performance and development with 

continued self-improvement 
 

 

 

Milestone - Timetabled professional learning, collaborative meetings, 

mentoring, coaching and classroom observations. 

 

 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

agree 

Strong staff performance 

and development via 

timetabled professional 

learning, collaborative 

meetings, mentoring, 

coaching and classroom 

observations. 

0% 0% 9% 43% 48% 

 

The staff survey indicated 91% of staff Agree/Strongly Agree that they are 

involved in strong performance and development via professional learning, 

collaborative meetings, mentoring, coaching and classroom observations.  In 

2019, focus for collaboration will be on data informed planning and Case 

Management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Milestone - Scheduled team planning, data interpretation and 

moderation meetings for quality assurance. 

 

 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

agree 

Strong staff performance 

and development via 

scheduled team planning, 

data interpretation and 

moderation meetings for 

quality assurance.  

0% 0% 0% 41% 59% 

I analyse and use student 

performance data to inform 

teaching and learning on a 

regular basis. 

0% 0% 0% 39% 61% 

I analyse and use student 

performance data to 

differentiate the curriculum. 

0% 0% 0% 48% 52% 

 

Teachers are very committed to utilising data to inform their planning and 

collaborate with colleagues in planning, assessment and moderation.  While the 

results of the teacher survey are highly positive, rigorous data informed 

planning and targeted Case Management continues to be a focus into 2019. 
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Milestone - Staff annual reflection; A Culture that Promotes Learning, 

Analysis and Discussion of Data, National School Improvement Tool, 

ACER.  Data analysed and action plans developed and implemented as 

needed. 

 

The staff survey indicated 100% of staff rated the school as High (rating scale; 

low medium, high, outstanding).  Staff identified continued professional 

learning, time for discussion and monitoring testing and assessment schedule 

to avoid work overload. 

 

Milestone - Evidence of effective distributed leadership roles eg. Level 3 

classroom teachers, senior teachers, curriculum leaders. 

 

A record is kept of all roles and updated and reviewed annually. 

 

Milestone - Staff self-reflect on their professional practice using 

Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) 

Professional Standards for Teachers. 
 

Milestone - Classroom planning aligned to strategic and operational 

planning and measured via performance and development processes. 

 

 Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

agree 

Staff self-reflect on their 

professional practice using 

AITSL Professional Standards  

0% 0% 0% 57% 43% 

 

The Schools’ Performance and Development process aligns with AITSL 

professional standards.  Our Performance and Development process consists of: 

Reflection and goal setting; Professional practice and learning; and Feedback 

and review.  All staff reflected on their practice against the National 

Professional Standards in addition to the Business Plan and whole school 

priority areas.  Classroom planning alignment occurs through performance and 

development, professional learning, staff meetings and collaborative planning 

opportunities.  Observation is part of the Performance and Development 

process and occurred in a number of ways including ‘walk throughs’, line 

manager support and level 3 classroom teacher support.  In 2019, the goal is to 

continue to promote, discuss and refine peer and line manager observation and 

support so that it is an ongoing, natural and celebrated part of self-

improvement.  In 2019, the process will focus on strong alignment with school 

priorities, staff meeting collaboration and class ‘walk throughs’. 

 

Milestone - Positive results from biennial Staff National School Opinion 

Survey (NSOS). 

 

WA public schools are required to administer parent, student and staff National 

School Opinion Surveys (NSOS) at least every two years.  In 2018, the National 

Opinion Survey was completed by 299 parents, 41 staff and 129 Year 5 & 6 

students.  The following statements are rated out of a possible total score of 5.  

The following table compares the student, parent and staff averages. 

 

2018 National School Opinion Survey 

5-Strongly agree   4-Agree   3-Neither agree nor disagree 2-

Disagree   1-Strongly disagree 

Student 

Average 

Parent 

Average 

Teacher 

Average 

This school has a strong relationship with the 

local community. 

N/A 4.4 4.5 

This school is well led. N/A 4.4 4.4 

I am satisfied with the overall standard of 

education achieved at this school. 

N/A 4.2 4.4 

I would recommend this school to others. N/A 4.4 4.5 

Teachers at this school are good teachers. 4.5 4.4 4.5 

Teachers at this school care about their 

students. 

4.3 4.4 4.6 
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The results indicate that students, staff and parents are highly satisfied with the 

school. 

 

Milestone - Strengthen the use of student surveys for feedback to 

teachers on performance and classroom climate (Focus 2017). 

 

In 2018, a follow up student survey for Years 5 & 6 was conducted in relation to 

three items in the National School Opinion Surveys (NSOS). 

 

1. I can talk to my teachers about my concerns (Rated 3.9) 

Yes 99 78.5% 

No 25 20.0% 

Don’t know 2 0.5% 

Explain why you answered yes or no? 

Yes No. of 

replies 

No No. of 

replies 

I trust, feel comfortable & 

safe with teachers, they 

help me feel better and 

help solve problems 

88 I don’t feel comfortable, 

feel weird talking to 

teachers about 

problems 

9 

I talk to the School 

Chaplain 

12 Not confident enough 3 

  Prefer to talk to family 9 

  Don’t like to share much 4 

If you have concerns, who are the people you usually talk to? 

 No. of 

replies 

Parents/Family 59 

Teachers/Admin Staff 64 

Chaplain 36 

Friends 45 

Pet 3 

2. Student behaviour is well managed at my school – What do you think are 

the behaviour problems at school? (Rated 3.9) 

Over 50 students indicated that student behaviour is managed positively. Their 

answers related to: 

• Think Sheets 

• Think Room 

• Peer Mediators 

• Teachers/Principal deal with problems well 

Students indicated the following are behaviour problems: 

• Talking, being noisy in class 

• Kids getting angry, upset 

• Bullying, excluding 

• Being disrespectful, mean 

What can students do to be well behaved and manage their behaviour? 

• Listen/pay attention in class 

• Talk problems through with someone 

• Think before they act 

• Find appropriate friends/work partners 

• Move away/have a break 

• Respect others and use polite language 

• Practice Habits of the Mind/stay calm 

What can teachers do to help students be well behaved and manage their 

behaviour? 

• Be more strict and not give too many chances 

• Talk to children about their behaviour and give advice 

• Be kind and listen to students 

• Make learning fun 

• Play silent ball, have brain breaks, mindfulness 

• Give prizes, rewards for good behaviour 

• More duty teachers 
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3. My school takes students’ opinions seriously – Do you feel your opinion is 

taken seriously, yes/no? (Rated 3.8) 

Yes 86 70.0% 

No 29 23.0% 

Don’t know 9 7.0% 

Explain why you answered yes or no? 

Yes No 

The teachers listen to what students 

have to say 

Nothing changes, have the same 

problem 

Every person has a say Not taken seriously 

Feedback is given  

Changes are made around the school  

What are some ways or things we can do at school to find out more about 

student opinions? 

• More surveys, votes 

• Have a Student Representative Council  

• Talk to the students and have time during class to share opinions 

• Have a Suggestion Box 

 

A Student Representative Council will be established in 2019. 
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        Happy Kids Happy School 
A supportive and inclusive school environment in 

which our students thrive 
 

 

Milestone - Demonstrated inclusive practices reflecting the school’s 

diversity. 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Provide teaching and learning 

opportunities which celebrate 

difference and diversity, and 

recognise, respect and respond 

to identity and cultural 

background.  

0% 0% 0% 23% 77% 

 

We strive to provide teaching and learning opportunities and experiences, 

which are free from bias, and take into account individual learning 

styles/preferences and individual needs related to disability, socioeconomic 

status, gender, language and ethnicity.  We foster an environment where 

students and their families are valued for who they are.  

 

Inclusive practices include enrolment procedures, curriculum differentiation, 

utilisation of specialist staff and the programs we adopt including Chaplaincy, 

BUZ Friendly Resilience program, Social Justice Group, Lunchtime Clubs and 

Peer Mediation, to ensure all students’ needs are met and that they feel valued.  

Every year we embrace Harmony Day with culturally inclusive learning 

opportunities.  In 2018 this included Year 1-6 students taking part in a Cultural 

Infusion incursion, with students rotating through four experiences.  Indigenous 

Infusion introduced the children to the Noongar culture through storytelling 

and dance.  They explored urban street dance and high energy dance moves of  

 

 

 

 

 

Hip Hop.  Everyone had fun learning to belly dance as part of Middle Eastern 

infusion and students learnt about the Rhythm of Africa through drumming.  

Students were also entertained with the beautiful Chinese costumes and dance.   

Diversity is regularly celebrated at fortnightly whole school assemblies. 

 

The staff survey indicated 100% (Agree/Strongly Agree) that teaching and 

learning opportunities which celebrate difference and diversity, and recognise, 

respect and respond to identity and cultural background. 

 

Milestone - Evidence of student engagement in reflective learning 

practices to identify their strengths and focus areas for improvement. 

 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neither 

agree or 

disagree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Evidence of student 

engagement in reflective 

learning practices to identify 

their strengths and focus areas 

for improvement. 

0% 0% 4% 70% 26% 

 

The staff survey indicated that 96% (Agree/Strongly Agree) that they engage 

students in reflective learning practices.  A focus in 2018/19 is to ensure 

plenaries take place at the end of lessons to reflect or review the aims, and 

consolidate the students’ learning.  Staff will also continue to provide explicit 

opportunities for students to identify strengths and focus areas, and plan for 

improvement including links with Habits of Mind. 
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Milestone - Research and develop a tool to measure student social and 

emotional well-being in 2017.  Implement, review and revise in 2018-

2019 to inform future directions. 

 

In 2018, 241 Year 1-3 students completed a Kidsmatter online survey. 

 Very true 

Liking School 

I like this school 94.44% 

I look forward to coming to school 85.67% 

I feel happy at school 91.31% 

Feeling safe 

My teachers care about me 93.33% 

I feel safe at this school 94.44% 

If I have a problem I can talk to my teacher 91.56% 

Social Skills 

I can cheer someone up who is sad 92.22% 

I listen when other people talk 93.54% 

I always take turns and share with others 95.26% 

Friends 

Other children help me at school 88.84% 

I have at least 1 friend who cares about me 94.23% 

I have friends to play with at lunch times 95.09% 

Me 

I like myself 94.71% 

I always try my best at school 96.52% 

I feel happy most of the time 90.81% 

 

While the results across the Year 1-3 cohort are highly positive we wanted a 

measure of how individual children were feeling at a particular point in time. 

Once a term, Year 1-6 teachers do an RUOK check in. If children indicate they 

are not OK then the class teacher or Chaplain has a follow up conversation with 

the child to find the best way support them socially and emotionally.  Due to 

the success of the RUOK check ins they will be continued in 2019. 

In 2018, 204 Year 4-6 students completed a Wellbeing and Engagement Census.  

The questionnaire addresses; emotional wellbeing, engagement at school, 

leaning readiness and health and wellbeing out of school.  The results included 

comparison data with the 34,049 Year 4-6 students across South Australia. 

HIGHEST RESULTS 

Emotional Wellbeing % difference 

Sadness 71% of students in Year 4-6 at Subiaco 

have indicated high well-being 

compared with 56% high well-being 

across SA 

15% higher 

wellbeing  

 

Engagement with School  

Connectedness 

with adults at 

school 

76% indicated high well-being  at 

Subiaco as compared to 60% in SA 

16% higher 

wellbeing  

 

School climate 58% indicated high well-being  at 

Subiaco as compared to 37% in SA 

21% higher 

wellbeing 

Learning Read  

Cognitive 

engagement 

70% indicated high well-being at 

Subiaco as compared to 50% in SA 

20% higher 

wellbeing 

Health & Wellbeing Out of School  

Nutrition breakfast 93% indicated high well-being at 

Subiaco as compared to 72% in SA 

21% higher 

wellbeing 

Music & Arts 70% indicated high well-being at 

Subiaco as compared to 48% in SA 

22% higher 

wellbeing 

LOWEST RESULTS 

Emotional Wellbeing  

Emotional 

regulation 

41% of students in Year 4-6 at Subiaco 

have indicated high well-being  

compared  with 41% high well-being 

across SA  

1% higher 

wellbeing 

Engagement at School  

Verbal bullying 45% indicated high well-being  at 

Subiaco as compared  to 45% in SA 

Same as SA 

schools 

Friendships 

intimacy 

70% indicated high well-being  at 

Subiaco as compared  to 71% in SA 

-1% lower 
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Students with well-developed social and emotional skills find it easier to 

manage themselves, relate to others, develop resilience and a sense of self-

worth, resolve conflict, engage in teamwork, and feel positive about themselves 

and the world around them.  Overall focus areas for 2019 include friendship 

building, resilience, mindfulness and strategies to address teasing.  The 

possibility of a whole school program will be investigated. 

 

Positive wellbeing programs and initiatives include Mindfulness, Crunch n Sip, 

September Fruit and Veg month Bring a Cup and Fill it up parent initiative, First 

Aid Club, Peer Mediation, Social Justice Group, BUZ Friendly Resilience 

program, Sustainability Play Pod, development of student leaders, extra 

curricula opportunities and the selection of resiliency programs.  Leadership 

opportunities for Year 4-6 students include; Play Pod Monitors, Nature Play 

Maintenance, Buddies, Uniforms; ICT Leaders, School Leaders (Grounds, 

Communications and Operations), Peer Mediators, Lunch Monitors; and Year 1 

Buddies. 

 

Milestone - Evidence of enhancements to the environment by means of 

planned and documented improvement. 

 

Significant school and P&C finances were allocated towards school 

enhancements in 2018.  These include: 

• Upgrade of the pool chemical and equipment shed, a new pavilion, new 

lighting, a speaker system and artificial turf under the pavilion. 

• An upgrade to U9 which included skylights, new lighting and ceiling 

extractor fans. 

• Scooter racks and the relocation and upgrade to the bike compound which 

included modified bike racks, new gating and fencing. 

• A refurbishing and transforming the cottage classroom into a purpose built 

science lab including new flooring, benches ,stools, repainting, sinks 

cupboards, lighting, a fridge and $25,000 worth of equipment. 

• Resurfacing and painting the undercover area, and the remarking of the 

court, hopscotch and four square grids. 

• The planting of 5 mature trees in the Pre-primary and along the edge of the 

oval behind the Year 4/5 soccer goals. 

• Erecting a 5.5 x 5.5m permanent Skyspan umbrella over the central 

courtyard lunch bench and table. 

• Installation of a universal swing under the peppermint tree near the stage 

area. 

• Replanting at the front of the school. 

• Mathematic equipment storage shelving in the upper block reading room. 

• Returfing section of the oval and walk areas. 

• New interactive whiteboards and 20 iPads. 

• Classroom furniture replacement. 

 

Milestone - Annually review and refine ICT policy, procedures and 

practices.  ICT learning embedded in teaching practice. 

 

ICT Social and Ethical protocol Never Occ Often V.Often A/Always 

Extent to which you explicitly 

utilise ICT to cater for 

differentiation for 

groups/individuals in your class.  

0% 23% 32% 36% 9% 
 

Extent to which you include the 

teaching of Applying social and 

ethical protocols and practices 

when using ICT both explicitly 

and at point of need. 

0% 21% 21% 42% 16% 
 

 

The focus going into 2019 is to move staff indicating often to very often or 

always for using ICT to differentiate and explicit teaching of ICT social and 

ethical protocols. 
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        Happy Kids Happy School 

Strong Sustainable Partnerships 
 

 

Milestone - Evidence of a range of means to communicate, connect, 

engage and inform parents and broader community, with the school. 

 

The redevelopment of our website late in 2017 received a lot of positive 

feedback.  The communication app FlexiBuzz was introduced to provide an 

additional avenue for communicating whole school information. In 2019 

FlexiBuzz will be utilised at a class level for incursions and excursion 

notifications. 

 

Milestone - The biennial Parent National School Opinion Survey (NSOS) 

survey data is analysed and actions planned and implemented to address 

areas of concern. 

 

In 2018, 129 students (Year 4-6), 299 parents and 41 (teaching/non-teaching 

staff) completed the online survey.  The results were positive. 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey Questions 
5-Strongly agree   4-Agree   3-Neither agree nor disagree 

2-Disagree   1-Strongly disagree 

Students Parents Staff 

My teachers expect me to do my best 4.7 4.3 4.6 

My teachers provide me with useful feedback 

about my school 

4.2 4.1 4.4 

Teachers at my school treat students fairly 4.0 4.2 4.5 

My school is well maintained 4.2 4.5 4.1 

I feel safe at my school 4.4 4.5 4.4 

I can talk to my teachers about my concerns 3.9 4.4 4.5 

Student behaviour is well managed at my school 3.9 4.1 4.4 

I like being at my school 4.2 4.4 4.5 

My school looks for ways to improve 4.3 4.3 4.7 

My school takes students’ opinions seriously 3.8 4.1 4.1 

My teachers motivate me to learn 4.3 4.2 4.5 

My school gives me opportunities to do 

interesting things 

4.2   

My child is making good progress at this school  4.1  

This school works with me to support my child’s 

learning 

 4.0 4.5 

Parents at this school can talk to teachers about 

their concerns  

 4.4 4.5 

Students’ learning needs are being met at this 

school  

 4.1 4.3 

This school works with parents to support 

students’ learning  

 4.0  

I receive useful feedback about my work at this 

school 

  4.0 

Staff are well supported at this school   4.1 
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Milestone - Evidence of a range of ways families and the school 

community are engaged with the school. 

 

Strengthening positive school community relationships is of utmost importance 

to our school.  There is strong community participation through our School 

Board, the P&C Association and parent volunteers.  The Buildings & Grounds, 

Chaplaincy and Well-Being, Events and Healthy Eating P&C subcommittees are 

active partners in setting school direction.  In addition to these subcommittees, 

the P&C has established a Building Fund, operates the school uniform shop, 

manages the operation of the school's pool and maintains an effective 

communication network for parents.  In 2018, a Sustainability community was 

established launching several successful projects including composting bays and 

planting baths.  Each term the Class Liaison Parents met with the school 

administration team to discuss curriculum and school priorities. 

 

In 2018, the P&C supported the ongoing maintenance of our pool, plus funding 

of various projects such as healthy eating initiatives.  The P&C generously 

provided funds, totaling $110,000, for a range of projects including ICT, STEM, 

literacy resources, pool upgrades, new scooter racks, bike compound and 

undercover area resurfacing.  

 

Workshops for parents are strongly supported as one way to strengthen 

understanding and partnerships between home and school.  In 2018 specific 

parent workshops included Kids and anxiety, K/PP Oral Language, 1:1 iPads, 

NAPLAN Online, and Fine Motor Skills by an occupational therapist.  Positive 

feedback was received by parents at all workshops. 

 

The inaugural Science Expo provides an opportunity for talented parents to 

facilitate learning experiences in; Aeronautics, Soil Science, Endangered 

Animals, Understanding Tsunamis, Taste, Digestion, Brains and Earth & Space 

Science. 

 

The Parent Open Evening was the perfect opportunity to show integrated 

literacy, numeracy and technology learning at Subiaco Primary as well as an 

avenue to enjoy performances from our choir. 

 

Positive school-community relationships are fostered through the use of school 

facilities after school hours.  A weekly Farmers Market is held on the school 

grounds every Saturday morning with approximately 75 regular stalls and up to 

3,000 weekly visitors.  The school pool is open to the public after school and on 

weekends from December through to the end of March and is managed by 

Royal Life Saving Society WA.  The Subiaco Children’s Centre, co-located on the 

school site, provides students with before, after school and holiday care.  The 

centre can accommodate up to 50 children per session and approximately 150 

families use this service.  A parent committee oversees the running of the 

Subiaco Children’s Centre. 

 

In 2018 the following local groups and teams utilised the school facilities; chess, 

soccer, tennis, netball, basketball, cricket, football, taekwondo, ballet, adult 

fitness group, instrumental music, Subiaco Church, as well as several volunteer 

organisations. 

 

Community partnerships add value to our students’ educational experiences.  

Valuable partnerships in 2018 included: City of Subiaco weekly paper recycling, 

provision of healthy breakfasts for Ride2School and Walk to School events, 

Book Week author excursion, environmental grants, parent workshops, an 

artist in residence workshops to create entries for banners in the Terrace 

competition, managing the reticulation allocation for our ovals; and Earth 

Carers providing support for sustainability programs. 
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Milestone - Annual reflection; School-Community Partnerships, National 

School Improvement Tool, ACER.  Data analysed and action plans 

developed and implemented as needed. 

 

In 2017, 100% of Board members rated school as High (rating scale; low 

medium, high, outstanding). 

 

Milestone - Positive feedback regarding self-assessment and the 

performance of school as measured by School Board meeting minutes, 

and survey results. 

 

Regular reports are provided to the School Board on student performance and 

the school’s achievement of milestones and targets within the Business Plan.  

There is robust discussion and members rigorously look at the school’s self-

assessment and school performance.  Our 2018 Board members, Zoe Schaffert, 

Kerry Warburton, Greg Lynch, Sue Stepatchuk, Angela Snowball, Melinda Harris, 

Annie Johnson and Ashley Snedeker provided expertise to help the school 

achieve the best outcomes for our students. 

 

Discussions, decisions and Achievements in 2018 include reviewing the 

strategies, milestones and targets within the 2017-2019 Business Plan and 

writing a successful nomination for WA Primary School Principal of the Year 

resulting in Carolyn Press being selected as one of four finalists.  Discussions 

were held regarding data and priority areas, non-consecutive day Kindergarten 

model, National School Opinion Survey results and strategies for student 

wellbeing.  In addition the Board endorsed the annual budget and throughout 

the year reviewed revenue, expenditure and reserve account. 

 

An Internal Board Survey was conducted in 2018. 

 

 

 

Internal Board Survey 
Strongly Agree 5.0, Agree 4.0, Neither Agree nor Disagree 3.0, Disagree 2.0, Strongly Disagree 1.0 

Board Governance (Board, Management & Committees)                   /5.0 

The Board endorses and reviews the Annual Budget. 4.8 

The Board and Principal have a clear and shared understanding 

of the Board's Constitution, roles and key responsibilities. 5.0 

Board members understand the roles and responsibilities of the 

Board.  4.8 

Board members participate in the development of the Business 

Plan and monitor the school’s achievements over a 3 year 

period. 4.8 

The Board and Principal manage their statutory, contractual and 

other responsibilities as an IPS positively and proactively.  5.0 

Strategic Direction 

The Board is appropriately and regularly involved in the 

development, review and approval of the strategic direction of 

the school eg. via Business Plan. 4.8 

The Board and Principal monitor external issues which might 

impact future strategic direction 5.0 

The Board takes regular presentations from the Principal and 

staff to gain wider insight into school performance and priority 

areas of the school. 4.8 

The Board is satisfied that the strategic direction is appropriate, 

sustainable and feasible.  5.0 

The Board monitors implementation of the strategic direction. 4.8 

The Board and Principal share the same view of the strategic 

direction, and on delivering outcomes in the respective areas.  4.8 
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Internal Board Survey 
Strongly Agree 5.0, Agree 4.0, Neither Agree nor Disagree 3.0, Disagree 2.0, Strongly Disagree 1.0 

Performance Monitoring /5.0 

The Board and Principal have a clear understanding of, and 

commitment to the school's compliance obligation as an IPS. 4.8 

The Board is satisfied the Principal has established appropriate 

processes and procedures at management and operational 

levels. 4.8 

The Board is provided with financial and other reports which 

enable it to closely monitor the school's progress against the 

Business Plan and Budget.  4.8 

Ethics And Values 
 

The Board models a high standard of ethical behaviour as the 

governing body and as individuals. 5.0 

Board members support decisions outside the meetings. 4.8 

The Board retains confidentiality on discussions within 

meetings, while being open, transparent and accountable in its 

decision-making.  5.0 

Board Relationships 

The Board properly represents the school to all key 

stakeholders. 4.8 

The Board enjoys an open and honest relationship with the 

Principal and staff. 5.0 

 

Internal Board Survey 
Strongly Agree 5.0, Agree 4.0, Neither Agree nor Disagree 3.0, Disagree 2.0, Strongly Disagree 1.0 

Board Meetings (The Papers and Conduct) /5.0 

The agendas and timing of meetings enables sufficient time and 

opportunity to deal with all of the key issues.  4.8 

Board members are able to express their opinions freely at 

meetings. 5.0 

Board papers provide a balanced perspective and insights into 

key issues, contributing to good debate and sound decision-

making.  5.0 

Board meetings encourage open and honest discussion 

between Members and with the Principal. 5.0 

The Board believes it often makes better decisions as a group 

than might otherwise have been made by any one person. 5.0 

Board Composition And Development 

The membership composition, skills and experience of the 

Board reflect its roles and responsibilities and it adequately 

represents key stakeholders.  4.5 

The Board has a healthy ethos of continuous improvement and 

developing its governance. 5.0 

The Board has an Induction Program, which assists early 

affiliation and contributions from new Board Members.  4.8 
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Subiaco Primary School 

Financial Summary 

as at 31 December 2018 
 

 

 


